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Solidification cracking is a critical phenomenon, especially in the welding of AA6XXX, due
these alloys present a wider freezing temperature range. The amount of liquid at the end of
the solidification is a dominant factor in promoting or reducing the number of cracks. This
paper proposes to assess the effect of the heat input in controlling the cracking during the
spot welding in AA6061-T6. Four deposit conditions, made with GTAW, were assessed, in
which the cracking degree was quantified and compared with the resulting microstructure.
This work confirms and explains why the heat input governs the constitutional cooling, which
simultaneously controls the microsegregation amount. With low heat input, the segregation is
interdendritic, and the eutectic liquid gathers within the grains, which reduces the cracking
susceptibility. A high heat input promotes the higher accumulation of eutectic liquid at the
grain boundaries, facilitating cracks’ formation and growth. A high concentration of eutectic
liquid promotes the healing effect, reducing the formation of cracks.
Key words: constitutional supercooling; micro segregation; healing effect.

1. Introduction
Cracking during solidification is a serious problem in processes that involve
the fusion and solidification of alloys, known in welding as solidification cracking [1], and in casting as hot tearing [2]. The generalized theory of cracking define
that cracking takes place when a continuous liquid films separate the grains, and
the local tensile stresses/strains overtake its strength to cracking [3]. Several
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factors affect the solidification cracking susceptibility highlighting the solidification temperature range, the quantity of liquid at the end of solidification, the
ductility of the weld metal, the degree of weld metal contraction, and the level
of restraint [3]. An important feature is that cracking occurs in the mushy zone
when the alloy tends to shrink and thermal contraction during solidification.
Cross and Böllinghaus [4] assume that the crack starts when the pressure
in the interdendritic liquid drops, due to the inability to counter the solidification shrinkage and thermal contraction. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [5] note
that, an extensive the solidification temperature range produce a larger mushy
zone, and more susceptibility to solidification cracking, promoting by the formation of long, and slim dendritic substructure, with lower fluid flow between the
dendrites.
Several techniques have been developed for reducing or eliminating the solidification cracking [6]: the first one includes the use of a filler metal and welding
conditions so that the weld metal reaches a composition away from the peak of
the crack sensitivity curve. Another solution considers the formation of a small
equiaxial dendritic structure with a large amount of liquid between grains, to
promote the more easily deformation under stresses. An added alternative is the
control of impurities, to avoid the formation of low-melting-point compounds,
extending the solidification temperature range. Finally, is considered the formation of an adequate volume of liquid metal near the cracks to “backfill” and “heal”
the developing cracks, where the restorative does not mean that the crack melts
and heals, because what happens is that the eutectic promotes the sealing of the
defect, preventing its subsequent growth [6].
In this sense, Liu et al. [7] explain that there are three types of dynamic
cracking models in aluminum alloys: 1) aluminum alloys that have healing effect,
in which it is possible to be free of cracks, such as ZL101 alloy; 2) those with
deformation and breaking down of metal bridge, such as AA5083; and 3) the
model where there is a separation of liquid film along grain boundary, such as
AA6082, which has a higher susceptibility to solidification cracking.
Aluminum alloys with copper or magnesium result in unweldable alloys [8],
attributed to the formation of a low melting Al-Cu-Mg eutectic. Arata et al. [9]
developed some of the first works for the characterization of the solidification
cracking in many aluminum alloys. Using the Trans-Varestrain test, the authors
measured the minimum augmented strain needed to cause cracking (Emin ) and
the maximum crack length (Lmax ) and quantified the brittleness temperature
range (BTR), and the effect of the straining rate in the ductility of the weld
metal [10]. Rosenberg et al. [11] and Cross et al. [12] observed less cracking
during solidification for Al-Mg alloys than Al-Cu alloys, although it is expected
a more susceptible the Al-Mg alloys because of their much more extensive solidification temperature range. To avoid cracking, welding wires of the type 4XXX
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and 5XXX are used to modify the weld metal composition and the freezing range,
taking it out of the crack-sensitive range [13–17].
The first model of hot tearing founded on physical principles, known as the
RDG model, proposed by Rappaz et al. [18], defines a criteria based on the
mass balance between the liquid and solid, where the perpendicular deformation
to the growing dendrites are compensated by the interdendritic liquid feeding,
considering a critical deformation rate beyond which the nucleation of a first
void, occurs. As a complement to this model, Kou [19] developed a model focusing on the grain boundary and proposed an index for the susceptibility of
1/2
an alloy to crack during solidification. This index is |dT /d(fS )|, where T is
temperature and fS the solid fraction in the semisolid region in the mushy zone.
1/2
Thus, |dT /d(fS )| near (fS )1/2 = 1 shows a high cracking susceptibility. This
model was proved successfully by Liu and Kou [20] in a very simple solidification
cracking test, called the transverse motion weldability (TMW) test [21].
Aluminum alloys 6XXX are recognized to be prone to hot cracking, due to
their high thermal expansion, large solidification shrinkage, and wide solidification temperature range [22–25], where the solidification shrinkage is caused by
the higher density of the solid than the liquid [26]. Using the TMW test allowed
to evaluate the effect of the filler metal on solidification cracking susceptibility
of an AA6061, using 4043 and 4943 filler metal, and showing that the ER4943
was more effective [27]. In 6XXX series alloys, the main factor affecting this
phenomenon is the amount of solute in the weld pool, being especially sensitive
in alloys with elements between 0.8% and 6.0 %wt. [28]. The cracking in this
case can be controlled in two ways: 1) by significantly raising the segregation
to increase the amount of liquid with eutectic composition and be able to fill
the spaces generated during the material shrinkage (healing), or 2) by significantly reducing the segregation, and therefore the amount of eutectic formed
[29]. In autogenous welding processes, the bead composition does not change
regarding the parent metal, increasing the crack risk during welding. For this
reason, the use of filler metal to control the cracking has become a widespread
practice. Nonetheless, with this solution, it is not clear which of the mechanisms
implemented, increasing or reducing the eutectic [30]. The aim of this paper
is to stablish how the welding parameters affect the segregation degree, and
with this, the hot cracking level of autogenous welding in AA6061-T6 aluminum
alloys.
2. Methodology
Spot welds were made on a 1.85 mm AA6061-T6 aluminum alloy sheet, with
the chemical composition presented in Table 1, determined by glow-discharge
optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES).
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the AA6061-T6 determined by GDOES (wt. %).
Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Cr

Bal.

0.437

0.192

0.0054

0.0035

0.510

0.0017

98.79

The process used was autogenous gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), along
with 100% Ar gas protection. A support for the torch was built to ensure weld
spots with a constant arc length of 5.0 mm, as shown in Fig. 1. The pulse was kept
constant at 2.0 s, and the arc was started with the no-contact mode, commonly
known as high frequency start.

Fig. 1. Torch support for keeping constant the arc length.

The spots welds were produced using four current levels, for which the nominal heat input (Q) was calculated based on the equation (2.1)
(2.1)

Q = η · I · V,

where V is voltage, I is current, and η is the process efficiency, where for GTAW
is 0.7 [31]. The nominal heat input [W], which is a variant of the heat input per
unit of length of weld [J/mm], makes it possible to relate the welding parameters
with the amount of heat, punctual, introduced to the metal during the process.
From this, it will be possible to relate the welding parameters with cracking
and microstructure. Data are shown in Table 2. Sixteen samples were produced,
Table 2. The welding parameters used for the sample fabrication.
No.

Current∗ [A]

Voltage [V]

Heat input [W]

1

75

10

525

2

100

12

840

3

125

12

1.050

4

150

14

1.470

∗

DCEN.
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four for each parameter. The cleanliness of the surface was guaranteed by means
of a high frequency plasma, which works for 2.0 s before starting the welding
arc. One sample from each parameter is randomly selected for the microstructural characterization using optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The samples were polished using alumina of 0.3 µm, and then
etched with fluor hydric acid at a concentration of 0.5% vol. The cracking degree
is determined by the crack length measurement criterion, in terms of the total
accumulated crack length (TLC), but the crack width was also considered as
a criterion.
Lastly, a microhardness measure was conducted in the fusion line using a 50 g
load and 15 s time (HV0.5/15 ), with a spacing between each indentation of
100 µm, to determine the hardness both of the deposit and the weld pool. The
measurement was taken 10 weeks after to allow the post-weld natural aging,
which will be used as a sign of the amount of alloy elements remaining in the
solid solution that will later provide the natural aging.
3. Results and discussion
The macrographs in Fig. 2 show the change in cracking with heat input. At
low power, there are more cracks, but they are narrower. As the power increases,
there are less cracks, but they are wider.

Fig. 2. MO images of the spot weld for the currents: a) 75 A, b) 100 A, c) 125 A, d) 150 A.

To evaluate the severity of the crack, the total accumulated crack length
(TCL) [29] concept was used. The results are shown in Table 3. Clearly, the
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Table 3. Total accumulated crack length (TCL) for each parameter
of the spot welds.
Current [A]

TCL [µm]

75

2274 + 156

100

5234 + 274

125

7532 + 263

150

5833 + 387

quantity of cracks (TCL) increases with the welding current, but subsequently,
their number decreases, although their width increases.
The higher number of cracks is found at a current of 125 A, but the most
severe gap is seen at 150 A. At low current (> 75 A), the stress level can be low, so
that it does not produce the formation of cracks; likewise, the size of the mushy
zone is small, which allows healing of the voids formed. The least number of
cracks seen in the 150 A sample could be explained as a consequence of a higher
quantity of liquid at the end of the solidification, which would correspond to
the first cracking control mechanism (healing). It is clear how for the different
conditions, the size of the fusion zone changes significantly, as well as the degree
of the hot cracking, where some cracks even growth through the mushy zone
(MZ), the partial melting zone (PMZ) and the heat affected zone (HAZ), as
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. OM micrograph of the spot weld produced at 125 A, showing the spread of the crack
through the mushy zone (MZ), partial melting zone (PMA), and HAZ.

Cracks spread in radial direction, due the form of the weld pool. As expounded by Zhang et al. [32], in spot welding the melted metal is surrounded
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by the solid metal, which produces tensile stresses in the heat affected zone
(HAZ), nearly tangent of the isotherm near the fusion zone. For this reason, the
orientation of cracks is normal to the direction of maximum tension. In welding,
as the current increases, the metal pool size rise (Fig. 4a), and with this, the
intensity of the stresses on to the molten metal, which could explain the increment in the severity of the cracking when it is seen as a criterion for the crack
spacing.
a)

b)

Fig. 4. a) Effect of constitutional supercooling on solidification mode and the size of the
mushy zone, adapted from [3]; b) weld pool diagram and columnar substructure formation in
the mushy zone, adapted from [21].

Furthermore, welding parameters are also responsible for the size variation of
the mushy zone, thus, an extended mushy zone increases solidification cracking
suscedptibility [3]. The increasing in the constitutional supercooling generates an
extended two-phase mushy zone (Fig. 4a), where the temperature gradient (G)
controls the cell or dendrite length (lc ) in the mushy zone, such length is determined by
∆T 0
(T ∗ − Ts0 )
=
,
G
G
where ∆T 0 is the difference in temperature between the cell or dendrite tip
(T ∗ ) and the root temperature (Ts0 ), and G is the temperature gradient [5]. The
measurement of these variables is carried out using numerical simulation from
metals’ properties and the determination of the temperature at various points
of the sample [33–35]. Therefore, the increase in current generates a larger weld
pool, which reduces the temperature gradient (G), and increases the constitutional supercooling, and the size of the mushy zone, and with this, the length of
cells or dendrites.
Several models claim that a wide mushy zone will suffer more shrinkage
strain, therefore, will be more susceptible to cracks [36]. Hence, the welding of
(3.1)

lc =
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a susceptible alloy employing high heat input (i.e. low G), increase the chance of
cracking [37]. These occur because as the lc increases, dendrites size also grows,
favoring the increase of the residual stresses.
Another theory establishes that extended dendrites (larger mushy zone), hinder the feeding between dendrites, due to difficulty for the liquid metal to reach
a deeper cavity (Fig. 4b).
In the case of the spot weld, the mushy zone, as the partially melted zone,
surrounds the weld pool (Fig. 5a). Regarding the parameters evaluated, the
Fig. 5 shows that there is a cellular substructure in the mushy zone. This means
there is a low constitutional supercooling and a high G/R. This happens when
G is high, which is inversely proportional to the weld pool. Therefore, the mushy
zone presents a cellular structure for all the conditions evaluated, which means
that the cracking does not affect that region. This happens more towards the
center of the weld spot, where the resulting structure is dendritic. As explained
by Apolinario et al. [38], the microstructure in the fusion zone is determined
by the change in the solidification parameter (G/R), as shown in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 5. a) Diagram of the weld pool in the weld tack and b) microstructure in the mushy zone
mushy showing the cellular structure formation.

The presence of cells in the fusion line is because G/R is at a maximum at the
boundary and decreases at the center of the pool, indicating that the presence
of dendrites would be expected. As the welding current increases, the weld pool
grows, reducing G, which promotes a higher formation of dendrites, increasing
crack susceptibility. Zhang et al. [5] agree with this view of the phenomenon.
They explain that changes in welding parameters can noticeably alter the cooling
rate, solid/liquid interface rate (R), the temperature gradient in the liquid (G),
and micro segregation. These changes will promote the alteration in solidification temperature range, and dendrite growth rate, whit consequences in the
microstructural features as mushy zone width, dendrite arm spacing, and cell or
cellular dendrite length. All of these factors ultimately affect the susceptibility
to solidification cracking in 6061-T6 aluminum [5].
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Hence, the presence of cells in the fusion line (Fig. 5b) is associated with
the formation of a narrower mushy zone; due to its shorter length (lc ), the cells
allow the liquid metal to reach the intercellular spacing (healing), reducing the
crack formation susceptibility. Clearly, most of the cracking is not originated in
the mushy zone but towards the weld pool.
A more detailed analysis, shown in Fig. 6, shows the microstructure and the
surface of the cracks, where the dendritic growth is observed, as well as the
presence of the intermetallic compounds (IMC, white) in the dendritic arms,
as a result of the micro segregation during solidification. In Fig. 6b, it is even
possible to identify the growth of the dendrites on the crack surface.

Fig. 6. Micrographics by SEM of the welding spots showing the presence of IMC and dendritic
growth: a) weld tack produced at 125 A and b) 150 A.

In aluminum alloys of series 6XXX are possible the formation of eutectics
with low-melting-point, such as Al-Mg2 Si, Al-Si, where its melting temperature
of 868 K [39] is lower than the liquidus temperature of 6061-T6 (925 K) [40].
The continuous solute enrichment of liquid film and the formation of such eutectics will increase the solidification range and the susceptibility to solidification
cracking in such alloys [5].
The amount of segregation in the weld pool can be quantified using different methods. This paper, nonetheless, will use a qualitative evaluation regarding
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the effect of the welding current in the generation of segregation, by means of
the micro-hardness measurement in the weld pool. Results for the different conditions evaluated are shown in Fig. 7. Comparing hardness to segregation is
possible if one takes into consideration that during solidification, most of the
alloy elements used for the formation of the Mg2 Si00 (β 00 ), which is the element
responsible for the tensile strength of the AA6XXX alloys [41–43], are trapped in
form of segregation. During equilibrium solidification of these alloys, the solute
is dissolved in the matrix of aluminum grains, hardening the metal by the solid
solution mechanism. However, in the welding process, constitutional supercooling breaks the solid/liquid interface, segregating the solute to the boundaries
between cells or dendrites. At higher constitutional cooling, more significant will
be the quantity of elements segregated. Therefore, the structure loses solute,
reducing its hardness due to the solid solution hardening mechanism. This implies that when microhardness is performed, the microstructure is softer, since
more elements were converted into segregation. At lower hardness, less amount
of segregation is expected, since the amount of Al-Mg2 Si eutectic will decrease.

Fig. 7. Vickers hardness within the weld zone, where the hardness
of the AA6061-T6 base metal is 107 HV.

The progressive increase in the current produces a hardness increment, which
would be associated with a higher presence of eutectics. Likewise, there is an
augmentation in the cracking, as shown in Table 3, where the higher TCL is
seen in the sample produced at 125 A, which also coincides with the highest
hardness reached. Both phenomena would be associated with the presence of
low-melting-point eutectics in the fusion zone.
In the samples produced at low current, the presence Mg2 Si would be observed mainly in the form of interdendritic micro segregation, which is lower in
comparison to the intergranular micro segregation. The former is due to the accumulation of solute in the interdendritic arms of the solidified structure, while
the latter is due to the accumulation of solute between the grains formed by the
dendrite packages, as shown in Fig. 5a. Figure 2 clearly shows how the cracking
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is produced near the grain boundaries, where the amount of solute-rich fluid
would be much higher, favored by the dendrite packages, which generate a more
elevated peak of chemic composition when the grains find each other.
The segregation control during solidification depends on the solute distribution during the progress of the solid/liquid interface. Segregation is the result of constitutional supercooling by the accumulation of solute in the front
of the solidification [28]. The kind of substructure generated by the breaking of
the interface: cellular, columnar dendritic, or equiaxial, depends on the degree
of constitutional supercooling between the substructures, which also generates
a higher or lower accumulation of solute in the form of micro segregation.
The amount and chemical composition of the intergranular liquid is determined by the constitutional supercooling. As shown in Fig. 8, the severity of
the constitutional supercooling increases as the solidification parameter (G/R)
decreases; for this reason, as the electric current increases, the weld spot increases as well, reducing G. In turn, since the size of the mushy zone is bigger,
the speed of the solid growth (R) increases, and the combination G/R decreases.
This explains the formation of bigger dendrites. This higher speed promotes the
formation of bigger and bigger grains (Fig. 2), which move a greater amount of
solute, which in turns promotes the formation of eutectic liquid.

Fig. 8. Effect of temperature gradient (G) and growth rate (R) on the morphology
and size of solidification microstructure. Adapted from [3].

It is known that a significant reduction of G/R can produce equiaxial dendrites, which indicate lower cracking susceptibility, due to the fact that the surrounding liquid is subject to lower stresses, since this structure is more flexible,
adjusting easily to the volumetric change during solidification. This is not the
case for the sample produced at 150 A, where the high Q significantly reduced
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the TCL; not because of the presence of equiaxial dendrites, but because of the
significant increment in the amount of eutectic liquid, which allowed the healing
in smaller cracks.
In a simpler way: a lower nominal heat input (Q) increases the G/R, where
the higher segregation is interdendritic, which reduces the TLC. An increment in
Q generates a reduction in the G/R, thus, the interangular segregation increases,
increasing also the cracking. A significant increment in the Q promotes a very
high G/R, which results in the formation of a great amount of eutectic liquid,
producing healing.
4. Concluding remarks
This study was focused on establishing the effect of spot weld parameters
on segregation and its relationship to solidification cracking in AA6061 alloy.
The conclusions obtained from this study are presented below. The number of
cracks (TCL) increases with the welding current, but subsequently, their number
decreases, although their width increases. This occurs because at very low current
the stress level can be low and the size of the mushy zone is small, allowing the
healing of the voids. The reduction of the number of cracks at high current could
be explained as a consequence of a higher quantity of liquid at the end of the
solidification, filling the smaller cracks.
The development of cellular structure hinders solidification cracks and failures are formed towards the center of the weld spot, where the resulting structure
is dendritic. The mushy zone size is a fundamental parameter to determine the
susceptibility to cracking, because it controls the length of the solidification substructure (cellular or columnar dendrites), favors or hinders the feeding between
dendrites, and hence, makes it difficult for the liquid metal to reach a deeper
cavity.
The segregation control during solidification depends on the solute distribution during the progress of the solid/liquid interface. It was possible to show
how the heat input determines the constitutional supercooling degree, which directly controls the shape and amount of microsegregation. With low heat input,
segregation is interdendritic, that is, the eutectic liquid concentrates within the
grains, reducing the possibility of cracking. A high heat input could result in
a great amount of eutectic liquid, which allows the healing effect to reduce the
crack formation.
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